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STONE POLYGONS IN THE YOSEMITE HIGH COUNTRY

Reid Moran, Ranger-Naturalist, 1941

A striking pattern in the gravel gently sloping . T h e polygons on
caught my attention on the ridge slopes were elongated down hill,
south of Tenaya Peak. The larger giving place on steeper slopes to
stones formed a network of poly- those intergrading bands of alter-
gons,* t h e s m a 11 e r particles nately fine and coarse material
within each polygon decreasing in known as "stone stripes ." The poly-
size inward, with a hillock of the gons seen at Cathedral Lake were
finest soil at the center. The ground in a shallow depression in solid
was not completely dry; and since. granite where water could collect;
'ine soil holds water longer than but the others seen apparently were
coarse soil, the center of each poly- well drained. The polygons that I
on was damper than the periphery saw were six or eight inches across,

and consequently appeared darker . with stones mostly less than an inch
The contrast in color and in relief in diameter.
Between the center and periphery

	

Stone polygons are known to oc-

accentuated the pattern and thus cur in various arctic and alpine re-
st-ought it to my notice .

	

cjions, but they have been studied
In dry ground the polygons are most in the Arctic . There, according

.nconspicuous ; but after seeing one to descriptions, they range in diame-

.n damp ground, I found others in ter from two or three to thirty feet,
dry—not only on this ridge near averaging about eight feet . Elton,
Tenaya Peak but also near Cathe- who found smaller polygons in high-
dral Lake and near Evelyn Lake . er and better drained areas, sug-

Although few people seem to have gested that size is influenced . by
Beard of stone polygons in Yosem- water content of soil . The stone bor-
:te, they evidently are not rare .

	

der is commonly six inches to two
The polygon ground that I saw feet wide and is very sharply de-

w-as at elevations of 9,300 to 10,400 limited from the central area of
feet . It was rather flat, though often sticky black mud ; the stones usually

'Polygon--A figure, generally plane and closed, having many angles, and hence many
sides, especially one of more than four angles . (Webster's New Int . Dictionary;
unabridged .)
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are upended as if by lateral pres- Nansen suggested that wetter soil

sure, and their average weight may would be more subject to comminu-
exceed one hundred pounds. Poly- tion by frost action than drier ; as it
gon ground is underlain either by became finer it would hold more
shallow bedrock or by frozen soil or water, so that the process would be

ground ice, so that drainage is poor . self-r e i n f o r c i n g . Thus Nanser
On the basis of my scant observa- thought that stone polygons were

tions, the stone polygons in Yosem- formed by differential comminution
ite seem to differ in several particu- of originally uniform material . Hux
lars from those described for the ley and Odell combined these twc
Arctic . First, they are considerably views into one theory, adding cer-
smaller, and their size appears to be tain new ideas of their own . They
fairly constant in different situations . pointed out, for example, how better
Second, border and center are not drainage under the stone borders
sharply set off, but merge one into would tend to emphasize the divid-
the other. Third, drainage appears ing line between border and center.
to be variable, at least in summer . The comparative uniformity of stone
Finally, I noted- no tendency for the polygons in a given area is not ex-

stones to be upended . More corn- plained by the theory of Huxley and
plete data may show some of these Odell but is explained by the some-
supposed differences to be non-ex- what more plausible theory of

istent .

	

Steche.
Most geology texts make no men- Steche, basing his theory partly

tion of stone polygons . Discussions on that of Elton, attributed the for-
of them are scattered through the mation of stone polygons primarily
scientific literature of many nations . to two causes operative in soil sub-

Gradually, through the work of ject to seasonal freezing and thaw-
many students, the mode of origin ing : (1) the growth of mounds, and
of stone polygons is coming to be (2) the migration of stones toward
understood ; but some difficulties still the surface.

have not been wholly removed .

	

In many arctic regions the soil is

Hogbom suggested that fine soil, in mounds which may be about 3
holding more water than coarse soil, to 5 feet in diameter and a foot or
would expand more upon freezing, so high . If the ground is leveled,
forcing adjacent material outward ; mounds will grow up again within a
with thawing and contraction, the few years . Supposedly these mounds

fine material would be sucked back are formed by expansion of the soil
by cohesion, leaving the rocks be- upon water-absorption and freezing.
hind. Thus Hogbom thought freez- According to Steche they persist and
ing and thawing would sort coarse grow from year to year because of
material outward, forming stone colloidal properties of the soil which

polygons by differential movement . cause the surface of the mound to
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garden in the summer when drying of gravity . The result would be stone
and contraction take place . It is not polygons.
clear to me what would determine

	

Elton, upon whose views the the-
the size of the mounds .

	

ory of Steche is partly based, also
Another well-known phenomenon accepted the ideas of Huxley and

of the Arctic is "freezing out" ; as Odell . Perhaps the forces suggested
the ground freezes and thaws from by these various authors all take
year to year stones, fenceposts, and part in the formation of stone poly-
other buried objects gradually work gons . Several authors point out,
their way to the surface . The mech- however, that since conditions vary
anism is simple . The soil freezes from one region to another, the
from the surface downward, and as forces may be important to different
it freezes it expands . When frost has degrees in different places.
penetrated deep enough below the I do not know which of these

top of a rock to incorporate it in the forces, if any of them, is primarily
solid-frozen surface layer, freezing responsible for our stone polygons
and expansion of deeper layers lift in Yosemite . I wonder, for example,
the rock with the surface layer and whether our polygons are under-
lift it in relation to the yet-unfrozen lain by mud fine enough to have the
soil about its base . Thawing like- colloidal properties called for by
wise proceeds downward from the Steche's theory for the formation of
surface . The soil around the rock set- mounds.
ties as it thaws; but the rock cannot Since the Yosemite high country
settle until thawing has reached is easily accessible, here would be
clear to its base . Thus both in freez- a good laboratory in which to study
ing and in thawing the rock moves stone polygons from year to year,
upward with relation to the soil .

	

analyzing them carefully and watch-

In soil containing rocks, according ing the effects of various artificial
to Steche's view, the rocks would
work to the surface at the same time conditions

. For despite the many

that mounds were forming . The rocks theories which have been advanced,

would tend to collect in the depres- there is still much to be learned
sions between the mounds because about stone polygons.
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THUMBNAIL SKETCHES OF YOSEMITE ARTISTS
By Elizabeth H . Godfrey

THOMAS MORAN

On the first floor of the Yosemite A glance at Moran's sketches, the
Museum, in a small fireproof room were never intended for the pub1 i
adjoining the library, art lovers are eye, reveals the analytical and foie
thrilled to find the beautiful Moran tual qualities of the artist's mind . AI
exhibit . This includes: a bronze bust ability for fine draf`smanship is evi
of the artist, done in 1891, by the denced in the sketching in of peaks
noted sculptor J . S . Hartley 1/; Mor- rock formations and o'her technical-
an's pencil sketches, drawn on deli- ly essential characteristics of the

cately tinted paper; water color scene desired and conveyed . In
sketches, etchings, early lithographs Moran's finished paintings, especial-
from original water color or oil paint- ly those painted in the last years of
ings; charcoal drawings and illustra- his life, the mechanical is overshad-
tions from drawings on wood . Per- owed by a magical mystical quality
hops the most interesting is an un- that is felt rather than actully seen
finished painting bf Bridalveil Fall, in nature.
which the artist painted at the age of This exhibit, which is a portion of
87, and was unable to complete be- the Moran art collection of 300 items
cause of illness and death. This pertaining to the national parks, was
painting shows how Moran devel- presented to the National Park Serv-
oped his technique . In the fore- ice in 1935, by the artist's daughter,
ground at the right is an unfinished Miss Ruth B . Moran.
tree. The upper portion of the paint-

	

Moran was born in Bolton, Lanca-
ing with lovely atmospheric effect is shire, England, on January 12, 1837.
complete .

	

Ir 1844, his family moved to Phila-
In the glass display cases the art- delphia, Pa ., where Moran was ap-

ist's palette, brushes, favorite cane, prenticed to a wood engraving firm.
his black felt hat, spectacles and case, His talent for drawing in black and

wallet, sketch books of his 1871 and white, as well as for painting in
1873 expeditions and diaries lend ter colors, was soon revealed.
a personal, intimate touch to the ex- In 1862, he studied in England
hibit . Around the edge of the pal- with Turner as his inspiration . Again
ette, like a varicolored border are in 1866, he returned to Europe to
daubs of pigment--just as Moran study the French and Italian mCrs-
squeezed them from his tubes of lers.
paint. Yet not in the pigments, but

	

In 1871, he made his first visit
in his mind were his beautiful paint- west to the Yellowstone country as
ings wrought .

	

a guest of the U . S. Geological Sur-

1,/ Contributed by the artist's elder daughter, Mrs . Wirt de Virier Tassin.

(1 .1
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Rvey party under Ferdinand V . Hay- Thomas Moran occupies a unique
don. His painting, "The Grand Can- and honorable place by reason of

yon of the Yellowstone," was a not- his influence in bringing the Ameri-
able expression of his enthusiasm can people to an awareness of their
for western scenery as seen on this heritage of landscape—a realization
trip, and so great was its national without which there could later have
significance in awakening public been no national park movement . It
consciousness to the grandeur of the is significant that the landscapes of
west that Congress appropriated eight national parks and monuments
funds for its purchase, and exhibited were painted by Thomas Moran, and
it in the capitol . In 1872, Moran through his wonderful canvases
painted in the Yosemite Valley,

	

were made familiar to the public, in
Dr. F. M. Fryxell writes in an ar- each case, before they had been

ticle appearing in the August 1936, made into federal parks . His name is
issue of "Yosemite Nature Notes," linked inseparably with Yellowstone,
the "Thomas Moran Number" :

	

Yosemite, Zion, Grand Canyon and
"In the story of the national parks Grand Teton National Parks, Devil's
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Tower and Petrified Forest National printed in "Yosemite Nature Notes,
Monuments and the Mountain of the August 1936, Miss Ruth B . Moran
Holy Cross ."

	

paints a delightful portrait in word .
Moran received many awards for of her famous father:

his paintings, including the gold "He was quick witted, full of hurl
medal of the Centennial Exposition or, kindly and generous, but quick
in 1876, silver medals by the Colum- tempered, and a good fighter fo
bian Exposition, Chicago, in 1893, any cause that he might take up . .
and the Pan-American Exposition in He did not believe in discipline fd
1901 . He was not only a painter of children, nor in the theory of disci
western scenery, but also of subtrop- pline for anyone . . . His three chit
ical landscapes of Florida and Mex- dren loved him, and never felt thE
ico; pastoral scenes of Long Island; least awe of him . . . He had clear
rural scenes of England, the canals far-seeing eyes, shining like a child' ,
and palaces of Venice and many eyes; his mouth, delicate for a man's
marines .

	

was practically hidden by his beard
It was Moran's firm conviction that and moustache of fair hair ; his nose

before America , could establish a was delicate and sensitive . . . He
characteristic nationalism in art, loved playing the violin by ear only,
American artists would have to in- but playing with spirit ."
terpret and reveal the scenic won- Miss Moran also mentions that her
ders of their own land, rather than father was not particularly interested
attempt to express the spirit of for- in money, and that "almost anyone,
eign lands of which they had no na- could get a picture cheapened in
five part . To this end Moran con- price . He was a lover of beautiful
tributed

	

substantially,

	

and

	

is and artistic things	 rugs and
grouped with other contemporary bronzes and he spent his money
painters of spectacular American lavishly on them . . . Because of his
scenery who had the same inspire- lack of interest in people, he had but
lion—Thomas Hill, Charles Dorman few intimate friends, but his friend -
Robinson, Albert Bierstadt and oth- ships were great friendships—full of
ers .

	

trust, and sincerity and love.
In 1862, Moran was married to In speaking of the Thomas Moran

Mary Nimmo, also an artist and art collection in the Yosemite Muse
etcher, They had three children . For urn, Miss Moran wrote:
more than 40 years Moran main- "In giving this gift of my father's
tained a studio at East Hampton, work to the National Parks, I am fol-
Long Island, N. Y. His last years lowing a road that he believed in.
were spent at Santa Barbara, Cali- These personal impressions of a
fornia .

	

country almost unknown were gath-
In an article which appeared in ered and set down while with the

the "Mentor," August 1924, and re- men of the United States Surveys

(iO
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d of far western army posts . These helped me with their ability, knowl-

en he rode and camped with, .and edge and appreciation to show this
they knew him as a good compan- Moran collection in the perfect form

ton as well as an artist . They were it is exhibited in Yosemite.

Close to him all his life . Now it is the

	

"I have the hope that the collec-

men of the Park Service who have tion may make young people of an

(h7

Sketch of North Dome by Thomas Moran .
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artistic talent look at this, their own way in the painters' art by saying,
country, and look with their own 'Know Thyself' . The man I write of
minds and eyes, not led by other and did this in all simplicity of purpose,
foreign schools, but remembering leading us to the saving of beauty
especially those earlier schools of in nature and art, otherwise lost to
art in America . Nations live in the a later generation ."
undying quality of their arts . Amer- Moran passed away at Santa
ica should be proud of her early be- Barbara, California, on August 25,
ginnings and should win her own 1926.

Sources—Thomas Moran Number, Yosemite Nature Notes, August 1936

Eugen Neuhaus, The History & Ideals of American Art, 1931

YOSEMITE FALLS

Graceful as a fawn leaping o'er the dale,

Mighty like a storm that will prevail,

Beauteous in form and symmetry,

Christened long ago Yosemite.

People on the bridge receive thy spray,

Many lift their heads ; some think to pray,

—Edward L Branham
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